
Presumption
We presume that...

because...

Something based upon evidence with a probable outcome, but of which you  
cannot be certain—the conclusion is taken for granted and will not be investigated.
(Write one presumption per card.)



Presumption
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Size Small Large

Criticality Low High

Strength Weak Strong

Use a pencil to mark an X

Helps to answer Is it  
wanted?

Can we  
do it?

Is it  
worth it?Circle the appropriate question

e.g. How dangerous is this presumption to 
our success, how much is built upon it,  
is it prerequisite?

e.g. What is the relative scope of  
this presumption?

i.e. How strong is your confidence in the 
presumption’s conclusion?



Assumption
We assume that...

We have a starting point that might be based on what we think we know, believe, or imagine.  
Requires investigation to deduce an outcome.
Write one assumption per card



Assumption
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Size Small Large

Criticality Low High

Strength Weak Strong

Order#

Use a pencil to mark an X

Helps to answer Is it  
wanted?

Can we  
do it?

Is it  
worth it?Circle appropriate question.

e.g. How dangerous is this assumption to  
our success, how much is built upon it,  
is it prerequisite?

e.g. What is the relative scope of this 
assumption?

i.e. How strong is your confidence in the 
assumption’s outcome?

Ability to answer Low High
i.e. What are your capabilities to discover an 
answer to this assumption?

The order in which this assumption will  
be answered.



Knowledge
We know that...

because...

We have observable evidence that provides enough certainty to accept something to be true or false.
 
(Write one piece of knowledge per card.)



Knowledge
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Size Small Large

Criticality Low High

Strength Weak Strong

Use a pencil to mark an X

Helps to answer Is it  
wanted?

Can we  
do it?

Is it  
worth it?Circle the appropriate question

e.g. How crucial is this knowledge to our 
success, how much is built upon it,  
is it prerequisite?

e.g. What is the relative scope of  
this knowledge?

i.e. How strong is your confidence in the 
supporting evidence?


